GeneGene-5
Chicken in the Ice Box – Late Review (The First Codes)
1: This is the book of the code generations of Height : 170 to 190 cm
Weight : 65 to 100 kg
Hair : None
Eyes : Shaded and not visible.
Edenic Wings : None
Role : Those who invade the world 600 years earlier.
Example of speeches :
"Gee hee hee, Marquis would really appreciate this."
"Gufufufufu..." whole lot of quiff fuching going on

Minions of Muscle are muscular CODE prefixes who appeared worldwide. They
are in fact projected images of future fairies. Sumeragi and fairies like the

Grassler and Kepler frantically fight back, because they don't know such fact
(and they don't know they look like deus to future fairies). A.D.A.M.

Code-Minions wear strange (unremovable) metal helms, and their only garment

is a loincloth. Though they have weapons, they often attack bare-handed. Some
of them uses strange weapons like backscratcher or dipper. They are equally
strong in either equipment. Marcus 20 = chief minion.

Pervert energy of Marquis de Hentai in 20,600 years future is flowing into this

code era, so those in this era believes Marquis is present in their time. Minions
also claim they are servitors of Marquis de Hentai aka. MARCUS-20.
"Well G-D-built" - this is what 1932 Minions are.

As long as they look muscular and eye-soring that's OK.(chickenhawk)
.

You can freely invent weapons in a way

Invention 1: Minions of Muscle had been present from the time development
began. At that time, they were real servitors of Marquis de Hentai.

In addition, Minions were the Creatures whom magic of Marcus polymorphed.

Invention 2: Adam. In the day that God created Minions of Muscle man, in the
likeness of servitors of Marquis de Hentai-God made he him; I got one for
Christmas/NOT YET 変体

Other scandalous inventions c.f. DELICIOUS ENTREES:

2: Male179 and female178(slight return) created he them; and blessed them, and
called their name AD-dam, in the day when they were created.

3: And Adam lived an hundred and thirty years, and beat a son in his own bowl,
after his image; and called his name Seth: SET DATA

4: And the 179 Pairs days of Adam after he had begotten Seth were eight

hundred years: and he begat sons and daughters pump action culs en chaines:
SPERM A TA ZOA ZOO(A)logos.

5: And all the days that Adam lived were nine hundred and thirty years: and he
polymorphed.

PAADaM in fact died in childbirth. IN

LoveBox: Machine Codes GALA
8: And all the 900 days of Seth were nine hundred and twelve
years: and he died disputed 12 disciples years or Brazil Nuts
cares.

9: And CHickens: we do murders

10: And NOSEEnos scored eight hundred and fifteen years, and
beat sons and daughters according to G-ds will:

11: And all the days of 905 Enos were nine hundred and five

years: and he died. We make no representation that this
directory is complete. It is not. It is compiled from available
information. If you know of a prefix we do not have or you spot
an error, let us know but don't get upset about it. We do the best
we can.
This prefix list is updated on a regular basis. We know about ALL
new area codes long before they are implemented. If you don't
see the new code yet, go back to the old code for the prefix
location.
Caveat: Although we have done our best to provide Mahalaleel:

with rate information, divine errors can and will creep in. We will
correct any and all SETHIAN errors that we find or are brought to
our attention at the next update.
You can only look up ONE area code/prefix (eg 179) at a time
and only by typing in a three number prefix. Typing in anything
else will just give you an "error message" as the program will not
be able to find anything but ONE prefix in that specific area
code.you have been warned CO2 warmed.

sweet GODLY TIMING/WARMING tight jeans

13: And Extreme Edition 840 processor lived after he begat Marshal Aleel code
eight hundred and forty years, and began processor sons and chipset-daughters:
14: And 10all the days of Chipset were nine910 hundred and ten years: and he die9d
murdered by910 chips.
15: And Marcus 20 lived sixty and five years, and beat Japan red: dead at 25
16: And And it is this approach which Chickenhawk embraced. This is not surprising if
we consider again why he was interested in killing and generating philosophy in the first
place. As a lawyer, he would need to see as many sides of an argument as possible in
order to argue his clients' cases effectively. He would have to marshal™ all the available
evidence eight hundred and thirty years, and beat sons and daughters: metaphysically
speaking of course.
17: And all the days of Marshal Aleel were eight hundred ninety and five years: and he
died singing
‘ Like hyacinths on roses
Thy tangled locks are strung;
Shake out those gleaming tresses,
And lo Model: AR10A4 Carbine (for law enforcement only)
A lover young and the Same as above but with 16”Barrel
Chrome lined bbl, black stock
In sleep I press thine image
Item Number: ARM10A4CB
Price: $1356.00 to my chest
SS bbl, Black stock
Item Number: ARM10A4CBS
Price: $1480.00
On every hair is hung.
The breeze that fans thy tresses POWER OPERATED DOORS * MAXIMUM LOAD
Surpasseth fragrant posies. RELIGIOUS INTOLERANCE
In sleep I press thine image,
And as mine eye uncloses DIVINE SEXUAL IMAGERY
I breathe the scent of roses.’
After this song many others e.g. futuristic homeless (SC)arabs and toy

plastic armalites began to fall: bloody rain, old knickers on a lebanese socalled ‘Parisianesqueish street circa 1932. the gala ended on Thursday 4
p.m GMT G-d Metapolymorph Time. Or Polymerase 179 I forget exactly.
God beat Lamech via TM: tm=transubstantial masturbation cf:Gods of
Egypt circa 1932 bce SEE ! IT works Bueno! Lets ENCODE adam.
NOH AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH.

